is shown to be the universal functional for the electron-electron repulsion energy of an N-representable trial first-order density matrix y, where the actual external potential may be nonlocal as well as local. These universal functions do not require that a trial function for a variational calculation be associated with a ground state of some external potential: Thus, the v-representability problem, which is especially severe for trial firstorder density matrices, has been solved. Universal variational functionals in Hartree-Fock and other restricted wavefunction theories are also presented. Finally, natural spin-orbital functional theory is compared with traditional orbital formulations in density functional theory. This paper addresses the problem of generating adequate representations of the electronic structure of atoms, molecules, and solids without explicit recourse to many-particle wavefunctions. Instead, electron densities and first-order density matrices (one-matrices) are used directly for ground-state variational calculations. Densities and one-matrices are computationally attractive because their dimensions are smaller than those of the full wavefunctions.
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Formal justification for utilizing the three-dimensional electron density directly in variational calculations arises from the important theorems of Hohenberg and Kohn (1) (4) . By the definitions, it follows that N-representability is a weaker condition than v-representability. Moreover, Gilbert (5) has argued that the N-representability condition is rather easily satisfied by a trial p. Now, it is certainly possible that essentially all N-representable densities are v-representable with respect to some interacting Hamiltonian. A proof, however, is not in print, to my knowledge. In any case, an important part of the present article concerns one-matrices, and only a small fraction of one-matrices are v-representable.
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eigenfunctions of the one-matrix. The corresponding eigenvalues are called occupation numbers. Natural spin-orbitals yield the most rapidly convergent series expansion t-o the dematrix. Interest in functional theories of one-matrices and corresponding natural spin-orbitals has grown only recently. By such theories, I mean those which, in principle, lead to the exact one-matrix, -y(x Ix'), natural spin-orbitals, &j, and occupation numbers, ni, of the ground-state wavefunction for the interacting system under consideration. Such theories have recently been considered by Gilbert (5), Berrondo and Goscinski (13), Parr et al. (14) , and Donnelly and Parr (15) . Donnelly and Parr (15) discussed extensively the properties of an energy functional of the one-matrix, with respect to local external potentials, and they derived the Euler equations associated with the exact ground state.
In the present paper, the proper universal variational functional of the one-matrix and corresponding natural spin-orbitals, It is convenient to establish additional notations to facilitate the proofs. Namely, call *P n that wavefunction that satisfies the righthand side of Eq. 5. Then, it follows that Q[Ph (mjninJ1+ VeeI'min) [8] and Q[Pg.e.] = ('pmginT + Vee nuI'n ). [9] Proof of Theorem I: By the definition in Eq. 8,
fdAt(ri)p(r) + Q[p]
= fbd16(r)p(r) + (*Ip'in IT + Veel'' in), [10] or, with V = Z = 1(i), it follows that fdf5(')p(i) + Q[P] = (TPinjV + T + VeeIIPin) [11] ('I'g.s.T + VeeI1g<s) < (*Pg'lt + Vee Ipg'i). [16] But, the definition of IP'gj, dictates that ('I'g.s. t + Veei~g.s.) 2 ( I'mfiIT + Vee Ipg'I'). [17] The last two equations hold simultaneously if and only if ( Ig.s.I T + Vee I 4g.s.) = (IPgI| + VeeI|I'g,), [18] or ('g.s. IT + Vee I'g.e.) = Q[pg.s.].
[19] Now, ('g.s.[V + lT + VeeI Ig.e.) = Eg.s., [20] or fdf6(b)pg.s.(f) + ("g.. IT + Vee I "g.s.) = Eg.s. [21] Finally, substitution of Eq. 19 into Eq. 21 [27] For N-representability with respect to a pure state, it is necessary but not sufficient (4-11) that 0 < ni < 1. In any case, minimization of Eq. 26 by proper optimizations of the n s and 'is yields the exact ground-state energy with the corresponding set of exact occupation numbers and natural spin-orbitals. Traditional orbital formulations in density functional theory § Natural spin-orbital functional theory (5, 14, 15), as given by Eqs. 26 and 27, should be compared with traditional orbital formulations in density functional and spin-density functional theories, as developed by Slater (22, 23) , Kohn and Sham (24) , Gaspar (25) , and others (2, 19, 20, 26) . Based upon the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems (1), Kohn and Sham (24) Physics: Levy 
